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Abstract

With the deployment of web-based educational game over the internet, the user’s registration 

becomes a critical element. The user is authenticated by the system using username, password, and 

unique code. However, it cannot be handled properly because the data is transmitted through insecure 

channel on the network. Hence, security requirement is needed to avoid identity leakage from

malicious user. In this paper, we propose a secure communication approach using SSL protocol for an 

online game. We also describe the security requirements for our approach. In future work, we intend 

to configure and implement the SSL protocol by enabling HTTPS in web-based online game.

1. Introduction

New technologies and high-speed internet 

connections have helped online gaming become the 

most popular application used by people on the 

internet [1]. Online gaming includes internet 

gaming, web gaming (gaming in a web-browser), and 

mobile gaming [2]. Online games are diverse to

include adventure games, sports games, strategy 

games and educational games. Usually, developers 

use different models to deploy their online 

gaming services which depend on who are the 

target users of the game [2]. It is important to 

consider the requirement needed and to find out 

whether the security issues are relevant to a 

specific game [2].

Educational games is mostly developed in web

gaming because of the flow of system and the 

content adjusted to the learning objectives [3].

There are many online educational games that can

be accessed for free or at a charge. Commonly, 

online gaming needs user’s personal information 

during account registration to ensure that only 

an authorized player can play the game [2]. In 

this case, security is needed in order to prevent 

a malicious user who wants to get any information 

for ulterior purpose.

The study proposes a web-based educational 

online gaming architecture which allows the users

using a unique code, beside a password and a 

username for registration. The purpose of the 

proposed design is to control access to an 

authorized student who plays the game according 

to their school, teacher and the class level. The

study focuses on securing data sharing of user 

registration which take place in network 

communication between client and server using SSL 

protocol, in order to prevent data theft,

otherwise many illegal users can play the game.

2. Motivation

Security in online game is very important to 

protect all elements and critical data are 

involved on game such as, privacy data user, 

score, money, etc. [2]. Any malicious behavior 

become major issues in online gaming such as, 

phishing attack and eavesdropping. Phishing 

attack is the attempt to acquire sensitive

information such as username, password, and 

credit card details by masquerading as a 

trustworthy entity in an electronic communication 

[4]. In online gaming, an attacker may perform 

their malicious activity to leakage the identity 

such as, user ID and password during the data 
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communication occur for many purposes such as, to 

play free game or manipulate the data gaming. The 

attacker may perform phishing attack which 

contains a fake link in a message or pop-up 

windows that are highly infected with malware, 

with the intention to bring users to the website 

and extract confidential details from them during 

electronic communication.

Another threat is eavesdropping attacks. 

Eavesdrop also widely used by attacker in online 

games [2]. The attacker will launch Man-in-the-

Middle attack (MITM) to listens and intercept the 

communication between a client and a server, and 

tries to discover the client’s password [2]. By

considering this kind of the security threats,

the process of data sharing between a client and 

a server in Vidyanusa game must be through in 

secure channel in order to prevent an 

unauthorized user played the game. The detail 

about Vidyanusa is found in section 5.

33.. RReellaatteedd  WWoorrkk

In this section, we briefly explain about the 

previous paper which study on securing online 

registration using SSL protocol. In [5], design 

and apply an SSL protocol in order to protect the 

biometric information when send it to the 

Hospital Information System (HIS) from a mobile 

devices. The author in [6, 7], used the HTTPS to 

protect HTTP attacks by encrypting HTTP message 

in the web pages. The URLs of the web pages using 

HTTPS begin with https://, and the data 

transmitted through port 443 by default. In [8],

the author modify the Email Based Identification 

and Authentication (EBIA) to propose a protocol 

for user registration. Specifically, the Mail 

Servers that are accessed securely with SSL/TLS 

protocol by the email account owners to fetch the 

email messages in their inbox.

We intend to adopt the version SSL protocol 

[6] is shown in Fig. 1 that will be implemented 

in our system. In this case, we need to protect a 

sensitive data so that, it cannot be intercepted 

by an attacker during transmission over the 

internet. Therefore, the server can prove that 

the user who request for access is the legitimate 

user belong to the system.

44.. SSSSLL  PPrroottooccooll  PPrreelliimmiinnaarriieess

The Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protects the

communications by encrypting messages with a 

secret key which negotiated in the SSL handshake 

protocol [9]. The protocol is used by most e-

commerce and banking web sites. It guarantees 

privacy and authenticity of information exchanged

sent via HTTPS between a web server and a web 

browser [6]. To enable SSL on a website, we need 

to get a SSL Certificate for authorized identity 

and install it on the server. The certificate is 

digitally signed by a certificate authority, in 

which the client is responsible of verifying [10].

The Certificate Signing Request (CSR) and RSA key 

are two components involved in the generation of 

an SSL certificate [11], [12].

In SSL protocol, well-known a handshake 

process which is the initial process to establish 

an SSL/TLS connection before the client and 

server perform data exchange. The aim is both 

parties have to agree on a chipper suit which 

includes key exchange and encryption algorithm 

that will be used to the data exchange each other 

[6].

rc , Cipher-spec

ServerHello, Server’s Certificate
,Contain server’s public key

ClientKeyExchange,
ChangeCipherSpec,Finished

ChangeCipherSpec, Finished

client
Https 
server

ClientHello

rs, Cipher-specs

x {0,1}48

k = f (x, rc, rs)

c = xe mod n
x = cd mod n
k = f (x, rc, rs)

the data encrypted using shared 
master secret key

k= f (x, rc, rs) master secret key

Web Server:
has an SSL certificate 
from CA.

Fig. 1. SSL handshake protocol

Fig. 1 depicts the basic SSL protocol handshake 

process using RSA key exchange with no client 

certificates [6]. The following is explanation 

for each phase which are:

1. The client sends a ClientHello message to the 

server. This indicates that the client want to 

initialize a SSL session. The message includes 

an initial random nonce rc and the cipher 

suites of a client’s support.

2. The server responds with the ServerHello
message which includes server’s digital 

certificate, server’s public key and a random 

nonce rs. In addition, a server sends a cipher 
suites which is specified by the server choice 

from among client candidates.

3. In this section, a client chooses a secret 

random 48-byte pre-master secret x and 
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computes the shared master secret k by

inputting values of x, rc, rs into hash 

function f. Then, the client encrypts x with 

the server’s public key and attaches the 

cipher text in a ClientKeyExchange message 

that is sent to a server. This message 

indicates that a client sends the negotiation 

of the session key to a server that should be 

negotiated each other for the data exchange 

encryption. Also, a client sends the 

ChangeCipherSpec message that aims to confirm 

the server for the subsequent of entire 

message within a current session will be 

encrypted using derived from a session key.

4. The server decrypts the pre-master secret
using server’s private key, and uses x value 

to compute the shared master secret as f (x,
rc, rs). Then, the server sends a

ChangeCipherSpec message to the client 

includes a key hash that indicates confirm the 

master key and the handshake process is finish.

5. Finally, the shared master secret k will be 

used for encrypting application data exchange 

during communication over the network.

55.. SSyysstteemm  mmooddeell ooff  VViiddyyaannuussaa

Our system called Vidyanusa which consist of

dashboard site and game area as main application

which is developed on web-based platform. Fig. 2

shows both student and teacher are required to 

register for access user in Vidyanusa. Student 

can play the game and access their portfolio, 

while the teacher can manage the student by 

accessing student account, notification, game 

score and the student’s report/progress. 

Officially, this game has timing to use it when a 

conventional learning takes place together in 

classroom by the student and the teacher.  

Vidyanusa 
system

teacher

students

access

information

access

information

- registration
- play game
- portfolio

- registration
- student account
- notification
- game score/point
- report & progress

internet

databse 
server

Fig. 2 System model of Vidyanusa

The teacher will give the students a unique

code indirectly for registration and at the same 

time, a teacher will check and verify a

notification to allow the students to join in the 

teacher's class and access the system to play the

game. The purpose of proposed design is to manage 

access of an authorized student who plays the 

game according to their school, teacher and class 

level.

The user identity should be protected during 

transmitted to the server over the network,

otherwise, it will be dangerous because many 

illegal user may be able to use it to establish 

accounts on user’s behalf and can play the game. 

Moreover, the teacher has many illegal students 

by attacker who want play the game for free in 

their class while the teacher does not realize

with that because the attacker use the victim 

account. Fig. 3 shows the possibility malicious 

attack to identity theft in Vidyanusa.
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click notification 
button.
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input personal data,
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system
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Fig. 3 Possibility malicious attack in Vidyanusa

By enabling SSL protocol in our system to secure 

communication over the network, the server can 

guarantee that the users who are accessing the 

system is an authorized owner of unique code and 

also we assume that the server is trusted 

authority.

66.. SSeeccuurriittyy  rreeqquuiirreemmeenntt

In this study, we consider the following 

security requirements to design the proposed 

approach:

a. User authentication: The student should be 

authenticated by the server to ensure the 

identity which is derived from an authorized 

users. The authentication is performed by

comparing the unique code which is stored on 

server with the one sent by user during 

registration. In this case, the real user 

identity will stored on server to be used as

an authentication when user login to access 

the system again.

b. Data confidentiality: During data sharing 

between a client and a server, the system 

perform an encryption and decryption technique 

to keep the sensitive information from all 

client but only those authorized user can have 

it.
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7. Conclusion

In this paper, our approach guarantees the 

authenticity of the user identity that used to 

create a user registration in Vidyanusa system. 

The user identity will be sent through a secure 

channel which is established by SSL. The message 

will be authenticated by the server to verify 

that the user request is the legitimate user who 

has access to this system according to unique 

code belonging to the user. In fact, once the 

connection between users and Vidyanusa is 

established, the server has certainty that the 

user is the real owner of the provided unique 

code. As a consequence, the web server can assume 

that there exist an adequate channel to send the 

verification of new account to access Vidyanusa. 

In future work, we intend to analyze the security 

requirement of our approach and implement the 

proposed approach.
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